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Keeps children away from screens      Develops vocabulary      Cultivates curiosity 



My Fabulous Storyteller awakens imagination 
to children from 3 to 8 years old
A hero, a fantastic world, a companion and an object... Thanks to My Fabulous Storyteller by Lunii,
your little one can create his own adventures, stimulate his imagination, cultivate his curiosity and
enriched his vocabulary.

48 audio stories pre-loaded
Each age has its own stories and heroes! 48 stories are included with 
purchase and hundreds more are available on Lunii.com for an endless expe-
rience.

Record your own audio stories
With the free My Lunii Studio app, the whole family can create and record 
their own stories and listen to them on My Fabulous Storyteller

Easy to carry and sturdy
By car, on the train or at home, My Fabulous Storyteller is the perfect compa-
nion at any time of the day.

Screen-free and no emissions
My Fabulous Storyteller protects your children's well-being and attention.



Made in France
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Lunii is a young french start-up created in 2014 by four friends. Aware of the effects of overexposure
to screens and convinced by the power of the imagination, Lunii has specialised in audio fictions
designed to support children's cognitive development.

With My Fabulous Storyteller, Lunii offers a genuine field of exploration and an unlimited sound
experience in which your little one can awaken to the world, develop his imagination, cultivate his
curiosity and learn without knowing it.

Made in 
France

My Fabulous Storyteller is now made in France more specifically made in Bayonne. My Fabulous
Storyteller is also now eco-designed to reduce its environmental impact.
My Fabulous Storyteller is available in 8 languages: French, English (UK & American), Italian,
Spanish (Spain and Latin America), German and Dutch, Flemish and Russian.

Our story


